In this paper, we design a double layers self-organized spiking neural P system with anti-spikes for fingerprint recognition. The system can self-adaptively create and delete synapse between the neurons in different layers and recognize fingerprints by the spike trains emitted out of the output neurons. Data experiments are conducted on FVC2002 and FVC2004 Databases with EER (Equal Error Rate) 9.5% around, and much less parameters are involved in our SN P systems than Capsule Neural Networks. To our best knowledge, it is the first attempt of using SN P systems to do fingerprint recognition, which can also provide theoretical models for spiking neural circuits recognizing fingerprints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bio-inspired computing, short for biologically inspired computing, is a major subfield of natural computation, whose aim is to abstract computing ideas from biological systems to construct powerful computing models and algorithms. Membrane computing is a new branch of bio-inspired computing, which seeks to discover new computational models from the study of biological cells, particularly of the cellular membranes. The obtained models are distributed and parallel computing devices, usually called P systems.
Human brain is known the most powerful ''computing models'' in nature, which has abundant computation intelligences built-up from millions of years' evolution. These information processing intelligences have provided ideas to computer scientists in constructing powerful neural-like computing models see e.g. [1] - [4] . Over the last decades, neural-like computing models gain their popularity for The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kashif Munir. their learning capability [5] - [7] and applications in solving real-life problems [8] - [10] .
In 2006, under the framework of membrane computing, spiking neural P systems, (namely SN P systems), were proposed by modelling the way neurons communicate via electrical impulses (spikes) [11] . Instead of using sigmoid functions to imitate biological neuron's spiking in artificial neural networks, spiking rules, denoted in the form of production in grammar of formal languages, are used to describe the neuron's spiking behaviors in SN P systems.
It is formulated in [12] that candidates in the third generation of neural networks have some common features.
(1) The concept of time is incorporated into neuron's spiking.
(2) Neurons do not fire at each propagation cycle, but rather fire only when a membrane potential or the stack of spikes reaches a specific value.
(3) Various coding methods exist for interpreting the outgoing spike train as a real-value number, either relying on the frequency of spikes, or the timing between spikes, to encode information.
In terms of features of models, SN P systems fall into the third generation of neural network models. The third generation Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) comprising of spiking neurons, where information transfer models the information transfer in biological neurons such as the precise timing of spikes or a sequence of spikes [34] .
Thereafter, both bio-inspired features and mathematical strategies have been introduced to achieve new variants of SN P systems, such as SN P systems with anti-spikes or inhibitory synapses [13] - [16] , SN P systems working in the asynchronous manner [17] , with multiple channels [18] , Dynamic threshold neural P systems [19] , Coupled neural P systems [20] , SN P systems with astrocyte-like control [21] - [23] , homogeneous SN P systems [24] , [25] , SN P systems with weight [26] , sequential SN P systems [15] , [27] , [28] , SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules [29] , [30] , SN P systems with rules on synapses [31] , [32] . It was formulated in [33] that research on new variants of SN P systems becomes ''a promising branch in membrane computing''.
It is a natural extension, but still remains an open research problem, to use SN P systems to do image recognition [33] . Recently, it is reported that SN P systems are used to recognize English letters and symbols [34] .
In this paper, we use SN P systems for fingerprint recognition. Specifically, a double layers self-organized spiking neural P system with anti-spikes is designed. In the system, a set of template fingerprints are stored in form of a number of spikes in each neuron at the bottom layer, and in the upper layer, the fingerprint to be recognized is stored by a stack of spikes. By creating and deleting synapses between the neurons from different layers, our system can recognize fingerprints by the spike trains emitted out of the output neurons.
Data experiments are conducted on FVC2002 and FVC 2004 Databases with EER (Equal Error Rate) 9.5% around. The accuracy cannot overcome the deep models, but it is acceptable, since much less parameters are involved in our SN P system. Partially, it needs about 50 million for convolutional neural networks and 300 million for capsule neural networks to recognize fingerprints, but the parameters in SN P systems is much less. More importantly the results show the feasibility of recognizing fingerprints by self-organized SN P systems. To our best knowledge, it is the first attempt of using SN P systems to do fingerprint recognition, which can also provide theoretical models for spiking neural circuits recognizing fingerprints.
II. DOUBLE LAYERS SELF-ORGANIZED SPIKING NEURAL P SYSTEMS
It starts by recalling the formal definition of classical SN P systems from [11] . After that, the newly designed double layers self-organized SN P system with anti-spikes is introduced.
A. SPIKING NEURAL P SYSTEMS An SN P system of degree m is formally defined as a construct of the form:
is a singleton alphabet and a is called spike; • syn is the set of synapses; each element in syn is a pair of the form (i, j), where (i, j) indicates that there is a synapse connecting neurons σ i and σ j , with i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, i = j; • σ in is input neuron and σ out is output neuron. A spiking rule E/a c → a p ; d is applied as follows. At certain moment t, if neuron σ i contains k spikes with a k ∈ L (E) , k > c, and rule E/a c → a p ; d, it fires by consuming c spikes (k − c spikes remaining in neuron σ i ) and sending one spike to each of its neighboring neurons after d time units, during which it cannot receive new spikes. As for a forgetting rule a s → λ, if neuron σ i contains s spikes and a s / ∈ L(E), the forgetting rule will be applied. It will consume s spikes and send them to the environment. As a result, the number in neuron σ i will be 0.
B. DOUBLE LAYERS SELF-ORGANIZED SPIKING NEURAL P SYSTEMS USING ANTI-SPIKES
Considering the comparison between template fingerprint and sample fingerprint, we introduce anti-spikes proposed in [13] - [16] to distinguish them and each of them is represented by one layer. Synapse creating and deleting rules proposed in [35] , [36] are used to achieve self-organization function.
A double layers self-organized SN P system with anti-spikes of degree 2m is formally defined as a construct:
• O = {a, −a} is alphabet and a is called spike, −a is called anti-spikes;
• l = 1, 2 denotes the label of layers; • σ l1 , σ l2 , . . . ,σ lm are neurons of the form σ li = (n li , R li ), with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where n li is initial number of spikes in neuron σ li and R li is the set of rules in neuron σ li , in particular, rules are only used in the same layer:
1. • syn 0 = Ø is the initial set of synapses, it represents there is no synapse at first; at any time, the synapses set can be represented by syn t ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} × {1, 2, . . . , m}
• σ in l are input neurons and σ out l are output neurons, particularly, each layer has different input and output neurons.
A spiking rule of the form E/a c → a p ;d is applied as follows. If neuron σ li contains k spikes, and a k ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, then rule E/a c →a p ;d ∈ R li can be applied. It means that c spikes are consumed and removed from neuron σ li , i.e., k − c spikes are remained, while the neuron emits p spikes to its neighboring neurons after d steps. (It is a common practice in membrane computing to have a global clock defined. The block is used to mark the time of the whole system and ensure the system synchronization.) If d = 0, p spikes are emitted out immediately; if d = 1, p spikes are emitted out at next step, etc. Assume that the rule is used in step t and d ≥ 1, then in steps t, t +1, . . . , t +d −1 the neuron is in close status (this corresponds to the refractory period from neurobiology), and cannot receive new spikes (if a neuron tries to send spikes to a neuron in close status, then these particular spikes will be lost). In the step t +d, the neuron fires and regains open status, so it can receive spikes (which can be used starting with the step t + d + 1, when the neuron can again apply rules). It is possible that p is associated with value 0. In this case, neuron σ li consumes c spikes without emitting any spike. Spiking rule with p = 0 is also called forgetting rule, by which a predefined number of spikes can be removed out of the neuron. If E = a c , then the rule can be written in the simplified form a c → a p ;d, and if d = 0, it could be a c → a p . Synapse creating and deleting rules mainly control synapses' creation or deletion during the computation. Synapse creating rule E /a c → + a p , cre(li) is applied as follows. If neuron σ li contains k spikes such that a k ∈L(E ), k ≥c , then the synapse creating rule is applied with consuming spikes, creating synapses to connect neuron σ li to each neuron in cre(li) and emitting p spikes to each neuron in cre(li). If neuron σ li contains k spikes such that a k ∈ L(E ), k ≥ c , then the synapse deleting rule E /a c → − (λ, del(li)) is applied, removing c spikes, from neuron σ li and deleting all the synapses connecting neuron σ li to the neurons from del(li).
With the synapse creating and deleting rules, E and E are regular expressions over alphabet O = {a, −a}, controlling the application of synapse creating and deleting rules. These rules only and if only can be used in some particular spike numbers, which means the neurons are in specific states. Consequently, the system can dynamically rebuild its topological structure during the computation, which is viewed as self-organization. And considering the two layers and antispike, it is called double layers self-organized spiking neural P systems with anti-spikes. As shown in Fig. 1 , there is an example of double layers self-organized spiking neural P systems with anti-spikes. Each layer includes 25 neurons with spikes in layer 1 and antispikes in layer 2. There is no synapse at first. As described, there are rules managing spikes' creation or delete and synapses' creation and delete as well.
III. FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION BY SN P SYSTEMS A. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING
The data structure of SN P systems is spike trains. It needs to do some pre-processing to the fingerprints images, like binarization processing, skeletonization processing and minutiae extraction.
Binarization is to convert gray image to binary image for skeletonization and minutiae extraction. According to characteristics of fingerprint ridges, figure out direction information and make sure the fingerprint ridge not changed.
For any pixel P of certain fingerprint, it is set itself to be the central pixel, and establish a window sized n × n. And as shown in Fig. 2 , we give the gray value S i of pixel P i with i = 0, 1, . . . , 8. After that, it needs to find out the maximum and minimum gray value of these pixels and check if the binarization formula as follows holds or not,
where the S max is maximum pixel, S min is minimum pixel. If this formula is workable, it means this pixel P is a point in ridge. The maximum and minimum points' gray value is less than the mean gray value, so the pixel P is likely in the ridge. Otherwise, it is not a point in the ridge. We choose Guo and Hall skeletonizing algorithm implementing by SN P systems from [35] to remove some pixels without losing the feature of fingerprints images.
For instance, give a 3×3 pixel model (see Fig. 2 ), for every pixel P i , with i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 8} is with value 1 (in black) or 0 (in white). We calculate the values of two parameters B (P0) and C(P0) to decide which pixel should be removed.
where B (P0) is the number of black pixel around P0, while C (P0) is the connection degree of P0. It is obvious that a black pixel's connection degree is 0 if it is an alone black pixel. When there are 8 black pixels around 1 black pixel, its connection degree is 4. As Guo and Hall algorithm suggested, a black pixel P0 can be removed only if it satisfies following conditions. B (P0) > 1; C (P0) = 1; make sure local connection is necessary;
(P1 ∧ P3 ∧ P5 ∧ P7) ∨ (P2 ∧ P4 ∧ P6 ∧ P8) = FALES; and obviously, only and only if P0 is not the center of black pixel across, this condition will be satisfied.
It is shown in Fig. 3 a fingerprint after Skeletonization. Minutiae features such as ridge ending and bifurcations are extracted after pre-processing. Usually, 80 minutiae can be extracted from one fingerprint image. However, there are some fake minutiae because fingerprint images may contain various noises, false traces, blurred ridges and indistinct boundaries. Usually, these fake minutiae need to be removed after extracting. After fake minutiae deletion, we choose about 40-50 feature points left, which will be used to match. 
B. MINUTIAE MODEL
The traditional method to represent minutiae is very complex and too many information should be used. Fortunately, SN P systems can visual and vivid represent this kind of model. Based on the SN P systems we proposed, we build models for every minutiae.
For a specific point, set itself as the central and choose a m × m square, where m is adjustable and we choose 9 in this paper. Specially, m can influence the expression of minutiae and results cause it decides the quantity of information around point M. See the model in Fig. 5 . • O = {a} is alphabet and a is called spike, representing the pixel is 1 or black;
• σ 11 , σ 12 , . . .σ 19 , , σ 21 , σ 22 , . . . ,σ 99 are neurons, representing 81 pixels, and σ li = (n li , R li ), where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 9, where n li ∈ N, is the initial number within σ li , and it can be sent from input module, and R li is the set of rules in neuron σ li , and three kinds of rules in every neuron.
(1) Spiking rule: a → a;
(2) Synapse creating rule: a → + (a, p * cre(li, jk));
(3) Synapse deleting rule: λ → − (λ,del(li, jk)), as long as there is no spike in neuron, this rule will be executed.
• syn 0 = Ø is initial set of synapse, and at any time t, syn t ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} × {1, 2, . . . , m}.
• out i is output neurons, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}. In our model, the square is segmented into 8 parts, and the synapse only exists in every same part. Neuron σ 55 is the very central neuron, which connects with 8 semi-central neurons σ 44 , σ 45 , σ 46 , σ 54, σ 56 , σ 64 , σ 65 , σ 66 . Each semi-central neuron emits its spikes to its output neuron by three gradations along its own path way in the same part. (The neurons in the same color are from the same part). Semi-central neurons σ 44 , σ 45 , σ 46 , σ 54, σ 56 , σ 64 , σ 65 , σ 66 have p in their synapse creating rule with value 3, it means the rule will be applied three times, each time emitting one spike to the neuron in the outer circle. In the second gradation, the value of p in their synapse creating rule with value 2, and in the third gradation the value of p in their synapse creating rule with value 1. Finally, connections between neuron σ li and output neurons are created with synapse creating rule, where the value of p is 1. In Fig. 6 , the connections of neurons in the third part of first layer are shown. In Fig. 6 , the processing of synapses' creation and delete (connections between neurons) in the third part of first layer are shown. Fig. 6(A) indicates the initial statement of neurons in third part. In Fig. 6(B) , synapses are created in connection layer 1, and in Fig. 6(C) , synapses are deleted in connection layer 1 and Synapses are created in connection layer 2. In Fig. 6(D) , the synapses are deleted in connection layer 2 and Synapses are created in connection layer 3, and in Fig. 6(E) , synapses are deleted in connection layer 3 and Synapses are created in connection output. Fig. 6(F) shows synapses are deleted in connection output and the system returns to initial statement, in Fig. 6(G) , all the synapses that are created and deleted during the processing. After building a model like this, 8 outputs can represent a minutia.
C. INPUT MODULE
The input module is shown in Fig. 8 , which includes one start neuron, one input neuron, 9×9×2 assistant neurons. The topology of input module is shown in Fig. 7 . The workflow of input module is as follows: there is only one input neuron that can read information for environment and the binary string p = p 11 p 12 . . . p 19 p 21 p 22 . . . p 91 . . . p 99 (where p ij ∈ {0, 1} , i = 1, 2, . . . , 9, j = 1, 2 . . . , 9) is read one by one from left to right. If p 11 = 1, input neuron will receive a spike at t, and this spike if from environment. On the contrary, if p 11 = 0, input neuron won't receive any spike. At step t = 80, the input will be finished.
In the initial configuration, there is only one spike in the start neuron while the other neurons don't have spikes. At step t, start neuron send a spike to neuron σ S 11 , at the same time, the input neuron starts to read binary string p. As for the input neuron, it has two choices:
(1) if p 11 = 1, input neuron will receive a spike at step t from the environment. In next step, it sends one spike to σ I 11 .
Neuron σ s 11 contains one spike at step t + 1, it fires to send one spike to neuron σ I 11 . As a result, neuron σ I 11 accumulates two spikes. In this way, spiking rule a 2 → a is enabled to send a spike to neuron σ R 11 , which means p 11 = 1.
(2) if p 11 = 0, input neuron won't receive any spike and the spiking rule within this neuron won't spike. But σ s 11 will send a spike to σ S 11 . Then the forgetting rule within σ S 11 will execute. σ S 11 doesn't receive any spike, which means p 11 = 0.
At step t + 1, the second bit p 12 in binary string can be read by input neuron. If p 12 = 1, σ R 12 will contain one spike. Otherwise, no spike exists in σ R 12 . Similarly, when reading a string, p ij = 1 means σ R ij contains one spike, and p ij = 0 means there is no spike, where i = 1,2,. . . ,9, j = 1,2,. . . , 9. And at t + 80, input module finishes the string reading and every neuron return back to initial statement except σ R ij . In fact, spike number of σ R ij is 0 or 1.
With input module, the minutiae model can get the spikes for each neuron.
D. ALGORITHM
Usually, about 20-30 minutiae are left to match, and the number of minutiae for template and sample points are different. The matching degree for template and sample is denoted by the value of M calculated by
where m is the amount of successful matching points, n 1 is minutiae amount of template while n 2 is amount of sample. Another layer is needed here. One layer is template model which uses anti-spikes, and the other layer is sample model that uses normal spike. And these two layers are connected by synapses between output neurons in each layer. And these are only connection between two layer. These two layers are the same except use different spikes. Output neurons in first layer will send anti-spikes to output neurons in second layer. And a spike plus an anti-spike will be 0. At last, we can get eight outputs which represent matching degree between two minutiae.
it is bigger, the difference is larger. And the threshold is OUT . If out i < OUT , these two minutiae are from the same fingerprint, thus m will plus one. Otherwise, they are not matched.
Fingerprint recognition algorithm we proposed is as follows:
(1) Initialization. m = 0 (it is a global variable), n 1 , n 2 , M, i.
(2) According the minutiae amount of template, build n 1 double layers self-organized spiking neural P systems using anti-spikes models 1 , 2 , . . . , n 1 , where first layer uses anti-spikes and send layer uses spikes. And input binary string about template's minutiae into every first layer using anti-spikes. (3) For one of these models i , pick one minutia from sample and input its binary string by input module into second layers.
(4) The SN P systems start running until termination configuration, and the results are 8 variables. Through formula, calculate M and compare it with M, if it satisfies the condition, m + 1 and halt this model. Then delete this minutia from sample, so it won't show up in other models either. And turn to step (6) . Otherwise, these two are not the same, and turn to step (5) .
(5) Considering the angle shifting, change the synapse between output neurons. out 1 , out 2 , . . . , out 8 in first layer will create synapses to out 2 , out 3 , . . . , out 8 , out 1 . And do the step (3) and (4), if the condition is still not satisfied then considering left shifting, out 1 , out 2 , . . . , out 8 in first layer will create synapses to out 8 , out 1 , out 2 , . . . , out 7 . And do the step (3) and (4).
(6) Execute step (3)-(5) for all until the matching is finished. (7) Output successful matching points' amount m and calculate the value of matching degree M.
Step (5) is only for angle shifting from −30 • to 30 • , which may be cased by human activity when fingerprinted.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We choose databases from Fingerprint Verification Competition 2002 and 2004. There are 80 fingerprint images including 10 fingers and every finger was collected 8 times in each database.
For example, in DB2 of FVC2002, we choose the first image of 10 fingers as the templates and the others are samples. Then choose 103-1 and 103-2 as an example to show the algorithm. As shown in Fig. 9 , after pre-processing, minutiae left in template are 44 and left in sample are 53. Then we picked two bifurcations separately from template and sample shown in figure. According bifurcation from template, we input it into the first layer, and input the binary string from sample into the second layer.
The first layer will send anti-spikes (0, −173, 0, −144, 0, −2, −8, 0) into second layer's output neuron, and they are (0, 157, 0, 144, 0, 3, 8, 0). Finally, the system output (0, −24, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), and the point matching degree M is 23. The threshold is 144, so we think these two minutiae are the same. After all systems finished, 20 matching points matched, so the matching degree M = 2×20 44+53 = 0.41, and according to the threshold, we think these two pictures are fingerprinted from same finger.
Finally, after running all pictures from DB2, the accuracy is 91.8% which is not good compared with most results in the competition, which can achieve 99% accuracy in recognizing fingerprints [37] .
What's more, there exits deep learning models with higher accuracy. But it needs 6.58 million parameters for Siamese network, 6.43 million parameters for Triplet network, 6.43 million parameters for Inception network, 30 million parameters for Capsule network [38] . While, we use in total 99 * (N+1)+2 neurons to recognize fingerprints, where N is the total number of minutiae in template and test fingerprint and it is less than 100, and in each neuron there are one spiking rule and one synapse creating rule. There are 13 created synapses during the computation in each part, thus in total 13 * 8 = 104 synapses are involved.
Compared with other neural networks, such as SPCNN and combined LVQ networks with accuracy 96.4 [39] , PCASYS (PNN+ Pseudoridge) with accuracy 94.9% [40] , and spiking neural networks based fingerprint identification with accuracy from 70% to 94.74% when applying on different datasets [41] , our results are acceptable.
Also, we did the experiments on the other three databases and we calculate the EER of our algorithm. The results are shown as follows.
Compared with some existing algorithms [42] - [45] , our EER is not perfect. The main reason is that we attach more importance on the building of SNP systems instead of accuracy-oriented systems. We tried to apply SNP systems to some real applications. More importantly the results show the feasibility of recognizing fingerprints by self-organized SN P systems. To our best knowledge, it is the first attempt of using SN P systems to do fingerprint recognition.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed double layers self-organized spiking neural P systems using anti-spikes are proposed, which expands layers of SN P Systems. Based on SN P systems we proposed, a model is established to describe minutiae. And matching algorithm, especially matching part, is improved through the minutiae model. Although the results are not good, the algorithm can beparallelized, which will boost the speed. Also, we conclude some possible reasons for the results not being perfect.
(1) The pre-processing in this paper is rough. The key point of this paper is the model we proposed, so there are limits in the pre-processing method.
(2) Fake minutiae are also a reason for that. Bad minutiae are noise for the algorithm.
(3) The square we choose is 9×9, maybe it contains too little information matching needs.
(4) The template is not good enough because we just choose the first pictures of each group.
(5) The square to express minutiae may be limited, maybe an irregular shape will catch the key information of minutiae.
The main contribution of the paper is as follow:
(1) We design a double layers self-organized spiking neural P system with anti-spikes. The system can self-adaptively create and delete synapse between the neurons in different layers.
(2) We use the proposed SN P systems for fingerprint recognition by the spike trains emitted out of the output neurons. It is the first try to use SN P systems in fingerprint recognition.
In the future work, we will change the model size to test the best minutiae model. And learning mechanism will be introduced for the system to get a qualified template at first, thus matching will be more efficient. Besides, security related features are also very important to a fingerprint recognition system. We will test our system in different scenarios and improve our algorithm.
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